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SUMMARY
During the evolution of plant genomes, sequence inversions occurred repeatedly making the respective
regions inaccessible for meiotic recombination and thus for breeding. Therefore, it is important to develop
technologies that allow the induction of inversions within chromosomes in a directed and efficient manner.
Using the Cas9 nuclease from Staphylococcus aureus (SaCas9), we were able to obtain scarless heritable
inversions with high efficiency in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. Via deep sequencing, we defined
the patterns of junction formation in wild-type and in the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) mutant
ku70-1. Surprisingly, in plants deficient of KU70, inversion induction is enhanced, indicating that KU70 is
required for tethering the local broken ends together during repair. However, in contrast to wild-type, most
junctions are formed by microhomology-mediated NHEJ and thus are imperfect with mainly deletions, mak-
ing this approach unsuitable for practical applications. Using egg-cell-specific expression of Cas9, we were
able to induce heritable inversions at different genomic loci and at intervals between 3 and 18 kb, in the per-
centage range, in the T1 generation. By screening individual lines, inversion frequencies of up to the 10%
range were found in T2. Most of these inversions had scarless junctions and were without any sequence
change within the inverted region, making the technology attractive for use in crop plants. Applying our
approach, it should be possible to reverse natural inversions and induce artificial ones to break or fix link-
ages between traits at will.
Keywords: chromosomal rearrangements, inversions, genome engineering, double-strand break repair,
Arabidopsis thaliana, Cas9, technical advance.
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INTRODUCTION
The targeted induction of site-specific double-strand breaks
(DSBs) is the basis of editing genes in eukaryotes, including
plants. As the repair of such breaks occurs either by non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homologous recombi-
nation (HR; Puchta, 2005), different genomic changes such
as the knock-out of genes (Salomon and Puchta, 1998) or
the knock-in of specific sequences (Puchta et al., 1996) can
be achieved. Although a number of programmable site-spe-
cific nucleases have been developed over time (Voytas,
2013; Puchta and Fauser, 2014), the field of plant genome
engineering was revolutionized with the elucidation of the
properties of the Cas9 nuclease (Puchta, 2017; Gao, 2018).
With the application of multiple sgRNAs, the CRISPR/Cas
system can be used to induce multiple DSBs at once, there-
fore enabling for complex chromosomal modifications to
be achieved (Jinek et al., 2012; Le Cong et al., 2013).
By inducing two DSBs, a greater step from gene editing
to genome engineering can be taken. If the two breaks are
located on different plant chromosomes, reciprocal translo-
cations can be obtained (Pacher et al., 2007), whereas the
induction of two breaks on the same chromosome mainly
leads to deletions (Siebert and Puchta, 2002) and some-
times inversions (Qi et al., 2013a; Zhang et al., 2017).
Indeed, the CRISPR/Cas system has been successfully used
in mammals for the induction of deletions, inversions and
translocations (for review, see Cheong et al., 2018). In
plants, on the other hand, most reports focused on the
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induction of deletions and their inheritance into the next
generation. Deletions were induced in Arabidopsis thaliana
using different promoters for stage- or tissue-specific
expression of Cas9, obtaining a deletion size of up to 13 kb
with high frequencies of heritable events or up to 120 kb
with low frequencies (Ordon et al., 2017; Durr et al., 2018;
Wu et al., 2018). For stage-specific expression, the egg cell
promoter is commonly used for early DSB induction to cre-
ate heritable mutations, large deletions and gene-targeting
events in Arabidopsis (Wang et al., 2015; Durr et al., 2018;
Wolter et al., 2018). Moreover, chromosomal deletions up
to 58 kb were induced using Cas9 in Medicago truncatula,
and up to 3 kb in tomato protoplasts. The deletions in
M. truncatula could also be successfully transferred into
the germ line (Cermak et al., 2017).
Genome rearrangements occur regularly in plants (Udall
et al., 2005; Szinay et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016; Zapata et al.,
2016), in particular inversions are associated across species
mainly with adaptation, specification and genome evolution
(Blanc et al., 2000; Navarro and Barton, 2003; Kirkpatrick and
Barton, 2006; Fang et al., 2012; Schubert and Vu, 2016). In
natural populations, the most common large-scale chromo-
somal structural variations are inversions, with changes
leading to hybrid sterility, centromere shifting, the formation
of new open reading frames (ORFs), disruption of already
existing genes, alteration of expression profiles, and also the
formation or breakage of genetic linkages (Madan, 1995;
Lowry and Willis, 2010; Schubert, 2018). Probably the most
popular paracentric inversion in A. thaliana is the hete-
rochromatic knob hk4S with the associated centromere shift
on the short arm of chromosome four, which was identified
in the Columbia accession but is absent in the Landsberg
accession (Fransz et al., 2016). Moreover, there are inver-
sions in tomato, leading to hindrances of introgressions of
resistance markers from wild relatives to cultivated tomato
species and to the separation of promoter regions from their
ORFs, resulting in a moderate effect on locule number (Lin
et al., 2014; Rodrıguez-Leal et al., 2017).
Inversions principally act as major obstacles for breeding
as no crossovers can be achieved between inverted regions
and trait linkages cannot be broken. On the other hand, it
might also be advantageous for breeders to stabilize genetic
linkages in elite cultivars, which should be achievable by the
induction of programmable site-specific inversions. There-
fore, it is highly desirable to set up a technology in plants for
the efficient induction of heritable inversions in a sequence-
independent manner. Here we develop such a technology
for the model plant A. thaliana. Targeted inversions at four
different loci on three different chromosomes with a size up
to 18 kb were achieved. Most inversions were scarless with
perfect ligation of all broken ends, and no mutations were
induced within the inverted sequence. Using the egg cell
promoter, we were able to obtain heritable inversions in up
to 10% of the progeny, depending on the transgenic line.
RESULTS
Induction of inversions in the Arabidopsis genome
To obtain knowledge of how frequently inversions may
occur in A. thaliana when two DSBs are induced in close
proximity on the same chromosome, we chose four differ-
ent loci on three different chromosomes, namely the genes
ADH1 (AT1G77120, alcohol dehydrogenase 1), TT4
(AT5G13930, transparent testa 4) and ECA3 (AT1G10130,
ER-type Ca2+-ATPase 3), as well as a pseudogene (PSDG,
AT2G05640). The two DSBs leading to the inversion were
induced with a distance of about 3 kb between them, at all
four loci (Figure 1a). While the protospacer of the ECA3
approach was located within the ORF of the gene, the pro-
tospacers of the TT4 and ADH1 approaches were located
outside the ORF. The appropriate spacer sequences were
cloned into the pDe-Sa-Cas9 vector, where SaCas9 is under
the control of the PcUbi4-2 promoter for constitutive
expression (Steinert et al., 2015, 2017). Following Agrobac-
terium tumefaciens-mediated floral-dip transformation, the
A. thaliana seedlings were grown on selection media for 2
weeks to identify stable transformants. We decided to mea-
sure the efficiency of inversion formation by determining
the amount of both of the newly formed junctions, which
we termed proximal (p) or distal (d), in accordance with
their orientation to the centromere. We analyzed three bio-
logical replicates, with the extracted DNA of 100 indepen-
dent primary transformants for each, and quantified the
amount of inversions by digital droplet polymerase chain
reaction (ddPCR) using site-specific primers (Figure 1b).
The number of detected events was set in relation to the
number of genomes by measuring the amplification of a
genomic fragment on the same chromosome in close
proximity, outside of the inverted region. We were able to
detect inversions at all four loci in 0.5–2% of the examined
genomes. The amount of p and d junctions was highly
similar for their respective loci, indicating that the analysis
was reliable and reproducible (Figure 1c). As the induction
of two DSBs in close proximity can also lead to the dele-
tion of the intervening sequence, we also measured the
amount of deletions via ddPCR. Deletions occurred in all
four loci with higher frequencies than inversions, between
1 and 7% (Figure 1d). There is a clear indication that the
efficiency of inversion and deletion formation is influenced
by the locus, hinting that the efficiency of DSB induction
might be rate limiting, as it is the prerequisite for both
kinds of rearrangements. This was confirmed by determin-
ing the cutting efficiency at both break sites for all four loci
using a T7 endonuclease assay (Figure S1). Indeed, DSB
induction was most efficient at the PSDG locus, which
showed higher inversion and deletion frequencies com-
pared with the other three loci.
To characterize the mechanism of inversion formation,
we amplified both the p and d junctions of the inversions
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Figure 1. Quantitative and qualitative analysis of SaCas9-induced inversion and deletion events in wild-type.
(a) Inversions and deletions were induced at four different loci on three different chromosomes in the Arabidopsis genome.
(b) Schematic representation of the formation of an inversion event after induction of two double-strand breaks (DSBs; red triangles), surrounding a gene of
interest (GOI, yellow). After break induction, the fragment can be released and incorporated in an inverted orientation. The inversion can be detected using site-
specific primers for both newly formed junctions. Primers FW1 and FW2 (blue) are specific for the p junction, and primers REV1 and REV2 (red) are specific for
the d junction. Deletion events can be detected by combining the primers FW1 and REV2. Additionally, a third primer combination (gray), located upstream of
the inverted region, was used as a control to set the value in relation to the absolute number of genomes analyzed.
The amount of inversions (c) and deletions (d) relative to the genome number as percentage were determined via digital droplet polymerase chain reaction
(ddPCR) in wild-type background. For all four approaches, the amount of both p and d junctions of the inversion was measured, showing no significant differ-
ence, and additionally the amount of deletion events was determined. Each data point consists of three independent biological replicates and each replicate con-
sisted of 100 independent T1 plants (n = 3). Error bars represent the standard deviation of the replicates.
Deep sequencing results of the inversion (e) and deletion (f) junctions of the ADH1 and the TT4 locus. Reads were grouped in four different classes related to
their mutations. The most abundant class of reads showed precise ligation events for all four junctions of the inversions and also for deletion junctions of the
ADH1 locus. At the TT4 locus about 40% of the analyzed reads were precisely ligated.
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at the ADH1 and TT4 loci, and performed deep sequencing
with these amplicons. Interestingly, the majority of reads
showed a precise ligation without any sequence change,
with rejoined breakpoints 3 bp upstream of the respective
PAM sequences (Figure 1e). For the ADH1 locus, in about
three-quarters of the cases of both p and d junction’s, sim-
ple re-ligation occurred. In comparison, for TT4, almost all
p junctions arose via simple re-ligation, as this was only
the case for less than two-thirds of the d junctions and this
difference correlates with the presence of putative micro-
homologies (MHs) near the d junction. In case of the p
junction, there is an underrepresentation of putative MHs.
Taking only the reads into account that show some dele-
tions, this difference becomes even clearer. Here, half of all
reads representing the p junctions were formed without
the use of MHs. In contrast, three-quarters of the reads at
the d junction harboring a deletion were formed by the use
of a specific 3-bp MH (Figure S2). Nevertheless, imperfect
junctions show only a loss of one or few nucleotides.
Insertions or combinations of both a deletion and an inser-
tion (indel) were only found to a limited extent. The same
analysis was performed for the composition of deletions,
and a similar distribution of sequence patterns could be
found as for inversions (Figure 1f). This strongly indicates
that for both kinds of changes, the rejoining of the broken
ends occurs by identical mechanisms.
KU70 limits inversion formation and is involved in the
formation of scarless junctions
Due to the fact that most inversions had junctions devoid
of deletions and other mutations, we assumed that the
classical NHEJ pathway with the KU heterodimer as an
end-protecting factor was required for inversion formation.
Therefore, we decided to use the well-characterized DNA
repair mutant ku70-1, which is deficient in the cNHEJ path-
way (Tamura et al., 2002). Ku70-1 mutant plants were
transformed with the ADH1 and the TT4 constructs, and
the amount of inversions, as well as the sequence compo-
sition of the respective junctions, was determined. Surpris-
ingly, the results of the ddPCR showed that inversion and
deletion frequencies were enhanced in the ku70-1 mutant
compared with wild-type (Figure 2a). In the ADH1 locus,
about a twofold increase in the formation of both p and d
junctions was found, in comparison to wild-type. The same
trend could be observed for both junctions at the TT4
locus. We were completely surprised by this finding, as it
demonstrated that KU70 is indeed suppressing inversion
formation. This indicated that besides its end-binding func-
tion, the KU heterodimer is also required for tethering the
broken ends together. In its absence, other pathways are
able to take over NHEJ efficiently. However, this comes
with a price for genome stability, as formerly unlinked bro-
ken ends are now joined with higher efficiency. If our
hypothesis was correct, we should see that deletion
formation is enhanced in the mutant background, as well.
Indeed, medium values of deletions obtained from both
loci were higher in the mutant background; in case of TT4
we detected a highly significant duplication in the number
of deletion events (Figure 2b). According to our expecta-
tions, the results of the amplicon deep sequencing demon-
strated a very different way of junction formation in the
ku70-1 mutant (Figure 2c). Only a tiny fraction at all four
analyzed junctions was formed by precise ligation. Most of
the reads showed mutations at the break sites with most
being deletions and indels. In contrast, the amount of
insertions at junctions obtained with the ku70-1 mutant
was comparable to wild-type or even decreased. Addition-
ally, we detected a significant change in the quality of
mutations at the junctions (Figure 2e,f). We observed in
wild-type that the length of most deletions and insertions
ranged from 1 to 10 bp, and only a small number of reads
showed deletions larger than 50 bp. This situation changed
completely in the ku70-1 mutant where most of the dele-
tions were either 11–50 bp long or even longer than 50 bp.
For insertion formation, we detected a similar increase for
most junctions, with many insertions ranging from 11 to
50 bp in the ku70-1 mutant background.
In the absence of classical non-homologous end-joining,
micro-homology-mediated end-joining can efficiently be
used for inversion and deletion formation
To further characterize the underlying repair pathway that
was responsible for junction formation in the ku70-1mutant
background, we checked if MHs played a role in junction
formation. It could be demonstrated in plants that mutants
lacking KU use a MH-based repair pathway for DSB repair
(Qi et al., 2013b; Shen et al., 2017). The more interesting
question is whether this MH-based repair pathway is also
involved in the formation of inversions. Therefore, we used
the 100 most prominent different alleles of the ADH1 locus
and analyzed them in detail with how often we could docu-
ment the use of MH for joining both ends (Figure 3a,b).
Indeed, we found MH use in three-quarters of the cases in
the ku70-1 mutant, whereas such events represented only a
minor fraction in wild-type, with less than 7%. Moreover,
we obtained large deletions in ku70-1 with adjacent MHs
(Figure 3c) and a large amount of the events repaired via
MH were accompanied by indels. Altogether, three-quarters
of all analyzed indels of the ADH1 p junction showed inser-
tions that had their origin directly next to the corresponding
break site, with an adjacent MH. In addition, we performed
the same analysis for the TT4 junctions that showed similar
results, besides the ku70-1 TT4 p junction showing only a
small number of reads repaired using MHs (Figure S3a,b).
This phenomenon is possibly due to a lack of MHs near
the break site of the TT4 p junction. Thus, the loss of
KU70 results in an increase of inversion formation by a
mutagenic MH-mediated end-joining pathway. As a
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Figure 2. Quantitative and qualitative analysis of SaCas9-induced inversion and deletion events in the ku70-1 mutant.
Quantification of both inversion junctions (a) and the deletion junction (b) via digital droplet polymerase chain reaction (ddPCR) in ADH1 (blue) and TT4 (green).
Increased inversion frequencies were obtained in the ku70-1 mutant background. Each data point consists of three independent biological replicates and each
replicate consisted of 100 independent T1 plants (n = 3). Error bars represent the standard deviation of the replicates.
Results of the amplicon deep sequencing of the inversion (c) and the deletion (d) in ku70-1 background, in which the reads were grouped in four different
classes related to their mutation type at the ligation site. Most of the reads showed deletions and indels at ligation sites and only a minor part of the reads
showed precise ligated junctions.
(e) Reads were classified according to their deletion size in the ADH1 (blue) and TT4 (green) locus. The majority of junctions in wild-type samples showed only
small deletions of 1–10 bp in both approaches. In contrast, the deletion size in ku70-1 mutant samples was much larger, with the majority of junctions showing
deletions up to 50 bp and in a higher amount even exceeding 50 bp.
(f) Diagram showing the size of obtained insertions in the ADH1 and TT4 loci. In wild-type, most of the analyzed reads contained only small insertions of a few
bp and in the ku70-1 mutant junctions showed large insertions up to 50 bp, while insertions larger than 50 bp were only rarely obtained in all samples.
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Figure 3. Detailed analysis of repair patterns at both inversion junctions of the ADH1 gene.
Quantification of the occurrence of micro-homologies (MHs) used for junction formation of the ADH1 p junction (a) and the ADH1 d junction (b). We distin-
guished between precisely ligated junctions without alterations (gray), junctions repaired without the use of MHs (green) and repair events related to MH-
mediated repair (orange). The different mutations were furthermore grouped within these classes due to their type (deletions, insertions, indels), size and MH
size. In wild-type, most junctions showed precise ligation, the second-most frequent reads showed ligation site repair patterns without the use of MHs, and only
a minority of junctions were repaired using MHs. Overall in wild-type, the most common mutations obtained were small deletions up to 10 bp. In the ku70-1
mutant most of the junctions were repaired using MHs, and only a minority of the junctions were precisely ligated or repaired without the use of MHs. In con-
trast to wild-type, most of the junctions showed large deletions and indels formed via MHs.
(c) Detailed illustration of exemplary junctions with deletions on the sequence level for wild-type and the ku70-1 mutant. Whereas in wild-type deletions are
small, in ku70-1 large deletions are much more regular with the occurrence of adjacent MHs that were used for junction formation.
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control, we also performed the same analysis for charac-
terizing the pathway of deletion formation by DSB induc-
tion at both loci. In the majority of cases, we also found
deletions spanning the DSB sites in ku70-1 and only a
small number of junctions were precise (Figure 2d). At
both loci in the majority of cases, MHs were involved in
the deletion formation in the ku70-1 mutant background
(Figure 4a,b). Thus, in the absence of the classical NHEJ
pathway, inversion and deletion formation is due to the
MH-mediated NHEJ pathway.
The egg-cell-specific promoter is efficient in inducing
inversions that are transferred to the next generation
Our previous analysis showed that although the applica-
tion of the ku70-1 mutant background led to higher inver-
sion frequencies, almost all recombinants harbor
Figure 4. Detailed analysis of repair patterns of deletion junctions.
(a) Repair patterns of the deletion junction of the ADH1 locus are pictured regarding the occurrence of micro-homologies (MHs) that were used for the formation
of deletion junctions. We distinguished between precisely ligated junctions without alteration (gray), junctions repaired without the use of MHs (green) and
repair events related to MH-mediated repair (orange). The different mutations were furthermore grouped within these classes due to their type (deletions, inser-
tions, indels), size and MH size. In wild-type, most junctions showed precise ligation, the second-most frequent reads showed ligation site repair patterns with-
out the use of MHs, and only a minority of junctions were repaired using MHs. In the ku70-1 mutant, most of the junctions were repaired using MHs, and only a
minority of the junctions were precisely ligated. About a quarter of all reads showed a repair pattern that is based on repair without the use of MHs. In contrast
to wild-type, most of the junctions showed large deletions and indels formed via MHs.
(b) Repair patterns of the deletion junction of the TT4 locus. In wild-type, about half of the junctions showed precise ligation, the second-most frequent reads
showed ligation site repair patterns with the use of MHs, and about 20% of junctions were repaired without the use of MHs. In the ku70-1 mutant, most of the
junctions were repaired using MHs and only a minority of the junctions were precisely ligated. As for the ADH1 deletion junctions, most of the junctions
observed in ku70-1 showed large deletions and indels.
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mutations at both junctions. Thus, the use of a mutant
background is not useful for practical applications. There-
fore, we decided to set up a system applicable to wild-type
plants, in which a very efficient transfer of these inversions
to the next generation is achieved. We decided to use an
egg-cell-specific promoter to express the Cas9/sgRNA sys-
tem at a very early stage of plant development (Wang
et al., 2015). Recently, we were able to demonstrate that
the efficiency of gene targeting by HR is significantly
increased when using this promoter (Wolter et al., 2018).
Therefore, we exchanged the PcUbi4-2 promoter for the
EC1.2en-EC1.1 promoter (EC1.2 enhancer fused to the
EC1.1 promoter) combined with the rbcS-E9 terminator in
the four above-mentioned constructs (TT4, ADH1, ECA3,
PSDG). In a second set of experiments, we set out to
induce inversions larger than 3 kb. For this purpose, we
chose the TT4 locus and used the same d protospacer for
each construct, as with the TT4 3 kb approach, whilst the p
protospacer was located at 8, 12 and 18 kb intervals. The
seven constructs were transformed into A. thaliana wild-
type plants via Agrobacterium-mediated transformation.
The resultant selected seedlings were already analyzed in
T1. We used up to 200 primary transformants and, as our
goal was to identify those plants that had an inversion
event during egg-cell transformation, the analysis was per-
formed by simple genotyping via PCR (for primer combina-
tions, see Table S5). Impressively, we identified at least
one heritable inversion already in T1, in each tested
approach and with frequencies up to 1.5% (Table 1).
Sanger sequencing verified the junctions of the T1
plants that were positively screened. The plants were then
selfed, and the resulting progeny was tested for segrega-
tion of the induced inversion. Indeed, in all the cases
tested, Mendelian segregation was found as expected for a
hemizygous event, and homozygous inversion lines could
be identified for each tested approach in T2. Therefore,
viable fertile plants with induced inversions of up to almost
20 kb could be obtained with ease.
Setup of a protocol for the efficient induction of heritable
inversions
We considered how we could further improve the effi-
ciency of obtaining heritable inversions. We speculated
that stable expression of Cas9 in the egg cell, compared
with transient transformation, might further enhance the
chances to obtain heritable inversions. Following stable
transformation, depending on the random integration site,
as the expression of Cas9 might drastically vary between
transgenic lines, it was important to develop a strategy to
identify the most promising lines for screening.
We therefore grew 40 individual T1 plants out of the
population that were not tested positive for the presence
of an inversion for ADH1, TT4, TT4 8 kb and TT4 18 kb
(Table 1). We selfed these plants and the T2 seeds were
grown on GM media. Initially, in order to identify a large
number of promising lines with as little effort as possible,
a collective DNA extraction of 40 individual plants was
done for each individual line. These bulk samples were
screened for inversion events via PCR, and the lines that
showed an easily detectable amount of PCR product of the
expected size were examined further (Figure 5a). We
screened 40 T2 lines each for both the p and d junctions of
the inversion and found for TT4 and ADH1, 14 and 10 T2
lines, respectively, that showed specific PCR products for
both junctions. Additionally, we also tested the inversions
spanning 8 and 18 kb based on the TT4 approach and
screened 20 T2 lines for each of these approaches. We
were able to identify six T2 lines for the 8 kb inversion and
four T2 lines for the 18 kb inversion. We then selected up
to five positive lines for each kind of approach, and per-
formed DNA extraction and PCR-based genotyping of 40
individual plants for each of these lines (Table 2).
For all lines, we found at least one plant harboring an
inversion within their genome. The efficiencies ranged
from 2.5 to 10.0%. On average, we were able to obtain
plants carrying an inversion in the T2 in over 6% of cases
for the 3 kb inversion, and in over 3% of cases for inver-
sions larger than 8 kb.
For a more detailed characterization of the inversion we
have chosen 12 T2 plants obtained from the TT4 and 13 T2
from the ADH1 locus, and sequenced both p and d junc-
tions. For the inversions induced in the ADH1 locus, all
breaks were re-ligated perfectly to the break points for all
12 plants. In the case of the TT4 locus, we detected 10
plants with perfectly ligated inversions; in two plants we
found mutations at one junction and in one plant at both
junctions (Figures 5d and S4c). Furthermore, we were
interested in verifying that the inverted sequences did not
acquire mutations or deletions during the inversion pro-
cess. Primers were designed to allow specific amplification
of the complete inverted sequence (Figures 5b and S4a).
We were able to amplify all 25 inversions and verified the
Table 1 Inversion frequencies of T1 plants using an egg-cell-speci-
fic promoter
Locus Size
Plants
tested in T1
Heritable
inversions
T1 inversion
efficiency (%)
ADH1 2.9 kb 199 2 1.01
TT4 3.4 kb 200 3 1.50
ECA3 2.8 kb 174 1 0.57
PSDG 3.1 kb 200 3 1.50
TT4 8 kb 8.3 kb 200 1 0.50
TT4 12 kb 12.9 kb 132 2 1.52
TT4 18 kb 18.2 kb 156 1 0.64
Results of PCR-based genotyping to identify inversion events in
the T1 generation. For each approach up to 200 T1 plants were
screened and there has been at least one heritable inversion event
for each line.
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expected size of the PCR products by gel electrophoresis
(Figures 5c and S4b). Additionally, we performed Sanger
sequencing of three randomly chosen samples for each
approach. We detected no sequence alterations within the
3 kb inversions in all six sequenced samples. Thus, we
could clearly show that Cas9-specific induction of inver-
sions occurs almost exclusively error-free in Arabidopsis.
DISCUSSION
Till now, CRISPR/Cas technology has merely been used
for gene-editing purposes in plants (Gao, 2018; Kumlehn
et al., 2018) and, in order to exploit its full potential for
plant breeding, it is also important to set up technolo-
gies for various kinds of chromosomal engineering
strategies (Puchta, 2017). By inducing two DSBs within a
single chromosome, it is possible to obtain deletions or
inversions. Although a number of papers on chromoso-
mal deletion formation have been recently published
(Ordon et al., 2017; Durr et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018),
there has not been a study on efficient heritable
inversion formation for plants till now. We demonstrated
in this study that inversions up to 18 kb can be induced
using the Cas9 ortholog from Staphylococcus aureus at
different locations in the Arabidopsis genome with ease.
Naturally occurring chromosomal rearrangements are
observed repeatedly in many crop species, like wheat,
rice, maize and tomato (Badaeva et al., 2007; Fang et al.,
2012; Wang et al., 2015; Rodrıguez-Leal et al., 2017).
Inversions represent a major obstacle in plant breeding
as recombination is inhibited in inverted regions. The
current study indicates that it is possible to reverse natu-
ral inversions. This can enable the transfer of resistance
markers from one cultivar to the other, as required, for
example, to transfer the nematode-resistance gene Mi-1,
which is associated with an inverted chromosomal seg-
ment in tomato (Seah et al., 2004). Obviously, many nat-
ural inversions are much larger than the ones achieved
in this study. Therefore, the next step will be to test our
protocol on the induction of inversions in the Mbp range
in Arabidopsis.
Figure 5. Analysis of the SaCas9-induced inversions obtained in the ADH1 T2 generation.
(a) General setup of the screening strategy to quantify heritable inversion events in T2. Therefore, the T2 seeds of the 40 inconspicuous T1 lines were cultivated
on germination medium (GM) agar plates, and a collective DNA extraction of one leaf per plant from each line was performed, resulting in 40 collective DNA
samples. These collective DNA samples were then genotyped via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to identify plant lines with several inversion events. There-
after, those lines showing a distinct PCR band were analyzed in detail, and for this purpose DNA extraction was performed from each of the 40 plants.
(b) Schematic representation of the junction-specific primers used for the amplification of the entire inversion of the ADH1 gene. Primers were designed to
bridge the junctions to specifically enable inversion-specific amplification.
(c) Picture of gel electrophoresis of the PCR products after amplification of the complete inversion. All detectable bands are of the same size, indicating that no
deletions occurred within the inverted sequences. As a control, we used the DNA of untransformed wild-type plants, as well as a no template control showing
no bands, as expected.
(d) Sequencing results of both junctions of heritable inversions identified in T2. Each sample showed perfect ligation patterns at the p and d junctions.
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By determining the cutting efficiency using a T7 endonu-
clease assay (Figure S1), we were able to show that those
protospacers with a high cutting efficiency also produced
the largest amount of inversions. As it is a prerequisite that
both DSBs are induced at the same time, inversion fre-
quencies can be further enhanced by first carefully testing
the protospacers used for break induction. Here, we not
only demonstrate that the SaCas9 protein is suitable for
the efficient induction of inversions in A. thaliana, but we
also established a system to transfer these inversion
events at high frequencies to the next generation.
Furthermore, we were able to define the mechanisms of
inversion formation by analyzing the newly formed junc-
tions on a molecular level. The majority of inversions
obtained in wild-type showed precise ligation events with-
out sequence changes at the newly formed junctions. Only
a small number of mutated reads showed small deletions
or insertions of a few bases. These repair patterns indicate
that in the vast majority of cases inversions are formed by
classical NHEJ (cNHEJ). The fact that junctions formed by
simple ligation after inversion are not digestible by Cas9
anymore excludes that the enzyme is able to further mod-
ify the junctions by re-cutting. This is in contrast to the
induction of a single DSB, where simple re-ligation of the
junction would restore the cutting site and repeated re-
digestion might lead to an active section of cutting-resis-
tant mutated junctions. The observation that most Cas9-
induced DSBs are actually repaired precisely in the context
of cNHEJ, has also been recently reported in mammalian
cells (Geisinger et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2018; Shou et al.,
2018), and our findings show that the same holds true for
plants. To test if inversion formation was possible in the
absence of cNHEJ, we induced inversions in a mutant lack-
ing KU70, a key factor of cNHEJ. Astonishingly, we
obtained enhanced frequencies of inversions, as opposed
to reduced. The complete change in repair patterns, with a
huge overrepresentation of MHs at the junctions, demon-
strates that in the ku70-1 mutant MH-mediated NHEJ is
responsible for junction formation. Our results indicate
that cNHEJ seems to have two different functions in DSB
repair, not only to protect the broken ends to guarantee
perfect ligation without sequence loss, but also to keep the
two broken ends in close proximity to avoid chromosomal
rearrangements and thus genome instabilities. The protein
KU70 acts during cNHEJ together with KU80 as a heterodi-
mer that binds to broken DNA ends and recruits further
repair proteins (Tamura et al., 2002; Lieber, 2010). Recent
results in mammals indicate that KU recruited proteins like
XLF and APLF are responsible for keeping both broken
ends in close proximity to avoid genomic instability
(Downs and Jackson, 2004; Graham et al., 2018; Nemoz
et al., 2018). The presence of the KU heterodimer seems to
prevent MH-mediated NHEJ factors like POLQ from pro-
cessing DNA ends (Schimmel et al., 2017). Thus, in the
absence of KU, efficient MH-mediated NHEJ can take over.
As the tethering of the ‘right’ ends is simultaneously lost,
inversion frequencies are enhanced instead of being
reduced. The fact that deletion formation under these con-
ditions is also enhanced can be taken as strong support of
our hypothesis. In addition to the loss of tethering, the
coincidental presence of putative MHs might also influence
the efficiency of inversion formation. However, this
enhancement comes with a price: reduced accuracy. In the
mutant background, we obtained large deletions and
indels within many junctions. This makes the outcome of
inversions in the ku-mutant much less predictable than in
wild-type, due to the unforeseen further changes at the
junctions. As ku mutants also show other genomic instabil-
ities such as telomere dysfunction and DNA repair defects
(Bundock et al., 2002; Riha et al., 2002), the use of this
mutant is not advisable for practical applications in plant
breeding. Therefore, we concentrated our further efforts on
the generation of heritable events in wild-type plants. In
order to achieve high heritable inversion efficiencies, we
set the expression of the Cas9 ortholog from S. aureus,
which has significantly higher cutting efficiencies than
Cas9 of Streptococcus pyogenes in Arabidopsis (Steinert
Table 2 Inversion frequencies of not previously modified T2
plants using an egg-cell-specific promoter
Locus T2 plant line
Plants
tested
in T2
Heritable
inversions
T2 inversion
efficiency (%)
ADH1 CS 1107 # 7 40 2 5.0
CS 1107 # 16 40 3 7.5
CS 1107 # 17 40 2 5.0
CS 1107 # 21 40 1 2.5
CS 1107 # 37 40 4 10.0
TT4 CS 1099 # 1 40 3 7.5
CS 1099 # 8 40 1 2.5
CS 1099 # 20 40 4 10.0
CS 1099 # 24 40 3 7.5
CS 1099 # 32 40 2 5.0
TT4 8 kb CS 1128 #2 40 2 5.0
CS 1128 #4 40 1 2.5
CS 1128 #5 40 2 5.0
CS 1128 #6 40 2 5.0
CS 1128 #7 40 1 2.5
TT4 18 kb CS 1182 #2 40 1 2.5
CS 1182 #13 40 2 5.0
CS 1182 #15 40 1 2.5
CS 1182 #18 40 1 2.5
Results of PCR-based genotyping to identify inversion events in
the T2 generation using an egg-cell-specific promoter. Both ADH1
and TT4 inversions spanned about 3 kb. While for the TT4 8 and
18 kb inversions the same d protospacer was used as in the TT4
approach, the p protospacer was moved to a distance of 8 and 18
kb. For each approach, up to five independent T2 lines with a total
of 40 plants were tested. Heritable inversions were identified in
each approach and frequencies of up to 10% were detected.
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et al., 2015), under the control of the egg-cell-specific pro-
moter for tissue-specific expression, at an early stage of
plant development. This promoter has already been used
efficiently in Arabidopsis for the induction of heritable
mutations by NHEJ, HR and also for the induction of dele-
tions (Wang et al., 2015; Durr et al., 2018; Wolter et al.,
2018). Thus, we were able to generate heritable inversion
events with frequencies in the percentage range already in
T1, and these frequencies could be further increased in the
T2 generation. These heritable inversions had in almost all
cases junctions restored by simple re-ligation and without
any mutations, similar to our results in somatic tissue.
These findings indicate that the formation of inversions in
egg cells does not differ significantly from inversions in
somatic cells, and that comparable repair mechanisms are
involved in both tissues. Moreover, by sequencing we
checked a representative number of samples to exclude
any rearrangements or the induction of mutations within
the inverted fragments. As there was no case of any
sequence change that could be detected, the applied
methodology is error-free and the outcome is completely
predictable. Predictable inversion formation in plant gen-
omes could only previously be obtained by the use of site-
specific recombinases (Medberry et al., 1995). However,
this methodology is strongly hampered, as it requires the
insertion of specific recognition sequences in the plant
genome at the respective sites prior to its application.
Therefore, we are convinced that the CRISPR/Cas-based
procedure described here represents a drastic improve-
ment. Inversions can now be induced in a sequence-speci-
fic, highly accurate and effective way anywhere in plant
genomes, making this approach attractive for various
breeding applications.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Plant material and growth conditions
All A. thaliana lines used in this study were in the Columbia (Col-
0) background and the T-DNA insertion line ku70-1
(SALK_123114), from the SALK collection (Alonso et al., 2003),
was previously described (Jia et al., 2012). Plants were cultivated
in a growth chamber on agar plates containing germination med-
ium (GM: 4.9 g L1 Murashige & Skoog medium, 10 g L1 saccha-
rose, pH 5.7, 7.6 g L1 plant agar) or in the greenhouse on
substrate containing 1:1 mixture of Floraton 3 (Floragard, Olden-
burg, Germany) and vermiculite (2–3 mm; Deutsche Vermiculite
D€ammstoff, Sprockh€ovel, Germany), at 22°C with 16 h light and 8
h darkness.
T-DNA constructs
DNA constructs used in this study are based on the pDe-Sa-
Cas9 and pEn-Sa-Chimera plasmids previously described (Stein-
ert et al., 2015, 2017), only the kanamycin resistance cassette
was exchanged to a bar or gentamycin resistance cassette
using the restriction enzymes PmeI and SbfI. Both spacer
sequences were cloned into individual pEn-Sa-Chimera vectors
and integrated together into the pDe-Sa-Cas9. Spacer sequences
used for cloning are listed in Table S1. While the first chimera
was added using Bsu36I and MluI, the second chimera was
transferred via a Gateway LR-reaction, resulting in the final T-
DNA constructs with a PcUbi4-2 promoter for constitutive
expression and two U6-26-sgRNA cassettes for specific simulta-
neous induction of two DSBs. For egg-cell-specific expression,
the EC1.1-promoter (composed of the EC1.1 promoter combined
with the EC1.2 enhancer; Wang et al., 2015) was amplified
using AS84 and AS85, and the rbcS-E9 terminator was ampli-
fied using AS112 and AS113, from pHEE2E-TRI, and both frag-
ments were inserted into the respective pDe-Sa-Cas9 vector via
Gibson assembly (New England Biolabs, NEB, https://www.
neb.com/). The primers used in this study are listed in
Table S2.
Plant transformation
Arabidopsis plants were transformed via floral dip using the
Agrobacterium strain GV3101, as previously described (Clough
and Bent, 1998).
Quantification via digital droplet polymerase chain
reaction and amplicon deep sequencing
T1 seeds were sown on GM media containing cefotaxime and
either phosphinotricin or gentamycin for 2 weeks. For each con-
struct, 100 T1 plants were pooled and used for DNA extraction
as previously described (Salomon and Puchta, 1998). Analysis
via ddPCR was performed using site-specific primers (Table S2)
and dual-labelled probes (Table S3). Both junctions and the
control were measured using probe and EvaGreen-based
assays (Table S4). The ddPCR was performed using the
QX200TM AutoDGTM Droplet DigitalTM PCR system, reagents,
plates/cartridges from BioRad, and the following analysis was
performed using the QuantasoftTM Analysis Pro software from
BioRad. The extracted DNA of the 100 T1 plants was also used
for amplicon deep sequencing. Therefore, primers were
designed with a 6-bp tag sequence (Table S2) to amplify ampli-
cons with a length of 370–400 bp using the Q5 High-Fidelity
DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs, NEB, https://www.neb.
com/). These amplicons were purified using the peqGOLD
Cycle-Pure Kit (Peqlab), and afterwards sequenced using the
Illumina HiSeq platform at GATC Biotech. After tag sorting, the
data were analyzed using the CRISPR RGEN Tool (Park et al.,
2017), R and Excel.
T7 endonuclease assay
To determine genome-targeting efficiency, we used the T7
Endonuclease I (New England Biolabs, NEB, https://www.neb.
com/), which can recognize and cleave non-perfectly matched
DNA. Therefore, we designed primers spanning the respective
protospacer sequence with a distance of about 1 kb. We amplified
the regions of both protospacers using the DNA of T1 plant pools
(the same pools used for ddPCR and amplicon deep sequencing)
and an untransformed wild-type control with the Q5 High-Fidelity
DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs, NEB, https://www.neb.
com/). After purification via the peqGOLD Cycle-Pure Kit (Peqlab,
VWR International GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany), PCR products
were annealed and subsequently digested with T7 Endonuclease
I, according to the NEB protocol. (https://international.neb.com/pro
tocols/2014/08/11/determining-genome-targeting-efficiency-using-
t7-endonuclease-i). Fragments were then separated by agarose
gel electrophoresis, visualized with UV light and analyzed.
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